Annex 1. How to calculate your American GPA

In this document we give you an example how to convert Belgian/Flemish scores into the American GPA. In stead of Belgian/Flemish please use your own country.

**Step 1:** Go to the website for the scholar GPA calculator: [https://www.scholaro.com/gpa-calculator/](https://www.scholaro.com/gpa-calculator/).

**Step 2:** Scroll down where you can find the U.S. grade equivalent to points:

**Step 3:** Go back to the top of the webpage and type or select your country:
**Step 4:** A conversion grading scale of the country you have chosen appears on the right:
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**Step 5:** Underneath “Flemish Grading Scale” you can see: “See U.S. Conversion Scale”. You need to click on this link.
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**Step 6:** You need to re-enter your country:

**Step 7:** Click on the grading scale used at your Home Institution:
Step 8: The conversion scale appears and gives you your U.S. grade accordingly. In the first step you saw what grade you need and here you can see if you have achieved the asked GPA. We don’t need the American letter grade but the GPA grade corresponding to it.

Hints & tips: Always ask your home institution providing your transcript of records to mention the American GPA on your transcript. You then instantly have a correct GPA without having to calculate it.